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The object of this trtlcle la the introduction of a practical probleav
(in the context of seismology) together with m simple solution for that which

can be used in the absence of advanced facilities. Sec.II is concerned nith

the introduction of- the mean frequency and its estimation based on sero

crossings. The practical problen of Interest, namely discrimination between

an underground nuclear explosion and a natural earthquake is described In

Sec.III. To solve this application of the mean frequency is proposed and

reasons for its selection are given in Sec.IV.• Finally, using some available

data usefulness of the Bean frequency is demonstrated In Sec.V.
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II. ESTIMATION OF THE MEAN FREQUENCY

Tht problem of estimating the mean frequency m,
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• - {/%2f(w)dt»

for stationary Gaussian processes has been considered by many authors.

See e.g. Cramer and Leadbetter (1967,ch.10) and Mndgren (1974) where

so*e of the other references nay be found. Let ( X { t ) , QtUli be an

observation of f in i te length on <X(t ) , U0> , a zero-mean stationary

Gaussian protest with power spectrum f{w). Then an estimator of

particular Interest has been the so-called zero-crossing estimator

•c*

• c - (2t/T)n(T)

where n(T) 1s number of upcrossing zeros In (0 ,T ) . I f X(t) Is not

broadbanded, e.g. 1f 1t 1s bandiinited white noise, then 1t can be

Shown that fic has amazingly good properties relative to the mort

natural estimator A ,
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Lindgren (1974). Note that both estimators are unbiased and under

some conditions consistent.
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Now, It appears that the estimators »e and * have been Mainly of

theoretical Interest. In practice m has been used In a very few

Investigation notably In analysis of velocity distribution of tur-

bulent phenomena. Miller (1969) and If 1 H e r and Rochwarger (1970).

.Our object here la to uaa • (for the raasona given In Sac. IV) for
demonstrating aelsalc events auch a* enploaiona and earthquake*,

III. AN APPLICATION

tn the last 20 year or so. the probleat of distinguishing an under-

ground nuclear explosion from a natural earthquake has got consider-

ably Increased significance, Given a seismograa recording In a stat-

ion, the Investigators following statistical approach has often; treated

the case as a discrimination problem when two zero-mean Gaussian

processes are Involved. For the purposes such as earthquake engineer-

Ing I t Is frequently possible to mdel such records by stationary

signals. The power spectra of these statistically tine-Invariant sig-

nals are selected such that they represent the average distribution

(as a function of frequency) of the energy Imparted by the t1*e-*aryin|~

vibrations. Figure 1 shows the average (normalized) spectra for 49

Nevada Test Site underground nuclear explosions and 42 Gulf of Cali-

fornia earthquakes as recorded at the Yellow knife short-period array

In northern Canada. In the context of modeling such short-period

records, a non-linear stochastic Mdel Is derived 1n Dargahi-Noubary

et al (1978), (see also Dargahi-Noubary 1981) based on some frequently

used source formulations,as proposed by geophysists and seismologists,

(his Is a nodel which takes the form

'(l-exp{-k)B)3(l-B)LX(t) - eft) t k>0 (a.l)

where B Is the backward shift operator, k Is in unknown parameter

which relates to duration of the event, and e(t) Is zero-mean stationary

white noise Gaussian process"; It 1s also shown that, (2.1) with filter

parameter I equal to 0 or 1 gives good fits to the available records.

And this was futher confirmed when fitted values for k were corpared

with those obtainedby geophysical formulations combined with experi-

mental results. Now since the above model with L*0 represents an

stationary Gaussian process, It follows that the class of stationary

Gaussian processes will, at least, provide a reasonably good approxi-

mation to the actual process generating the records.

Considering short-period records, most of the presently used Identi-

fication methods utilize the recosniied differences either In spectra

themselves or 1n spectral ratios (In certain frequency bands) or In

certain spectral moments. Reference may be given to Bath (1974, sec

8.2.4) for a survey of the literature and related references. The

spectral moments used by seismologist 1n past have been based on

emperical evidence. Neichert (1971) has found the third orler moment

to provide the best separation for the set of data he used.A set back

with such discriminants Is that, they require estination of the

spectra which, as we know,It rather complicated and requires a good

deal of computing facilities. The derivatin of their statistical

properties adds a further problem. It should be mentioned that this

latter has hardly mattered 1n most of the studies appearing In lite-

rature possibly due to the problems one would face. Of course It Is

always possible to consider a particular parameter, as some measure

of the character of the unknown f(w), rattier than f(w) Itself . A

parameter which suffers less from the above difficulties. But then

one should have sore firm reasons for selecttn of a particular para-

meter used. For m considerd In this study such reasons are given 1n

section IV.
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IV. REASONS FOR SELECTION OF m

As a first reason for selection of i , we nay mention the simplicity

of Us estivation for • given record. Art Important point to note 1$

that. • can be obtained directly from original continuous record

and therefore nay be used even I f no digi t iz ing f a d H e s trt ava i l -

able. Note also the computational advantage of the procedure for the

case where a large number of past records are used to estimate moments

of the m for each kind of event. Also, although the expression for

mc's variance 1s known (Cramer and leadbetter(1967,ch.lQ)or Lindgren

(1974)we nay for futher reduction 1n computing estimate that(and higher

moments 1f necessary) using mc-values obtained from such large number

of past records. These may then be used to provide estimates for errors

of m1sclassif1cat1ons.

To give a further reason,let us f i r s t br ie f ly describe the relation of

the energy to the second moment of tne source spectrum. For explosions

which may be considered to have a spherically symmetrical source the

reduced displacement potential T ( . ) 1S related to the radial displace*

ment u ( . ) at distance r and time t by

7*7

u{r.t) [fts-rM/r] - r"2T(t) •

where t-s-r/n Is the retarded time and a Is the compression) wave velo-

city. At large distance the first term on the right-hand side can be

neglected giving

5{r.t) * (orJ'Wdt (-•.I)

If u(w,r) denotes the power spectrum of the far-field radial displace-

ment, I.e. (3.1). then 1t can be shown that the total radiated energy Is

8tpr

Nasskeli (1967). For earthouakes a similar relation has been arrived at

by Chandra (1970). For p-waves, for example, he obtained

2P«

lSR'(e.t)

andwhere u(e,e,w) 1s the source spectrum observed at the point {•

R(s,») Is the radition pattern.

Now, rather than using energy directly the magnitude has been used to

provide • classification of seismic sources based on the total energy

radiated as seismic waves {see Bath 1974, sec.8.3.3.).

, Reference nay be given to Ohnaka (1978) for recent developments and
references concerning the relation of magnitude to the energy. Here we
want to consider a different parameter inanely the mean frequency which
is also related to the energy. Note that the moment Involved In m
relates to the observed power spectrum but not the source spectrua.
However this can be justified since the source spectrun Is the main
reason for the observed differences, see Holnar et s i . (1969) and
Savino et al. (1971). This Is In particular true for the shallow events
which are Indeed most difficult events to identify.

From the spectra presented 1n figure 1 one can deduce that the m-vaiues

for explosions would be generally larger than the corresponding values

for earthquakes. The demarcation point, of course, w i l l depend on site

of the events and on the recorded station. For this and clear difference

In average spectra we did not consider any numerical i l lustrat ion for

these events.
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V. FURTHER APPLICATIONS

The parameter * nay also be used to distinguish an underground nuclear

explosion from an atmospheric one. The reason 1s a longer duration of

the seismic source effect for the latter events. (In fact, this 1s also

the case for earthquakes as compared to underground nuclear explosions).

As a result, for atmospheric explosions, spectra will exhibit more of

low frequencies and hence lower rates of «ro-crossings. Table 1 shows

me-values together with a brief description for few (long-period) Ray-

leigh wave records available, note that the «1selass1f1cat1on errors

{In fact their lower limits) could be estimated using normal distribu-

tion.

Finally m may also be applied to relative estimates of nights of atmos-

pheric explosions, as the seismic source duration increases with explo-

sion height.
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fvents
(,Title or Location)
HBA(COP/0029
NZA(BLA/OOig
«2A
NZA
NZA
NZA

COP/0023
HL A/OOl 9
COP/0029
BLA/OOl9

LOP NOR(BLA/OO19]
Lone9bot(BLA/OO19)

NZU(C0P/O029)
NZU(BLA/0O19)

Date

27.09.62
H

22.10.63
n

24.12.62
it

29.09.69
29.10.65
06.11.6a
06.11.68

Event Type

Atnoapheric explosion
it <t

i n
« it

H <l

n N

» rt

UndergrowiO explosion
ii i

0.224
0.263
0.159
0.226
0.257
0.254
0.269
0.901
0.664
0.339

Table 1 i n -values for records of Payleigh waves together >
witti a brief description or the corresponding events.

Average line spectra of 42 GULF earthquakes (a) nod 49
NTS explosions reproduced fro* *%inchee(l972).
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